Risks Associated With Conventional Humidifiers Adapted for High-Flow Nasal Cannula Therapy in Human Infants: Results of a Time and Motion Study
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Abstract

Background: High-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) therapy was introduced into neonatology with novel heating-humidification technology; however, the therapy is currently being applied with adapted conventional humidifiers. Managing the rainout from these adapted systems is labor intensive and may be associated with water aspiration. A time and motion study was designed to evaluate the workflow needs and operational costs between a dedicated, integrated HFNC platform (Vapotherm Precision Flow; VT) and adapted conventional humidifier technology (Fisher & Paykel MR850; FP).

Methods: Workflow was evaluated on HFNC devices in routine use. Observations were over 8 hours and staff self-reported device interactions. Workflow parameters included clearing condensate, need for suctioning, interface/tubing changes and charting. Device-related events that impacted workflow included the incidence of water in the airway, irritation and clinical sequelae. Data are reported as the mean number of contacts per device in an 8-hour shift.

Results: A total of 48 FP observations and 61 VT observations were collected across three sites. FP showed more therapist interventions (4.5 ± 1.5 vs. 1.5 ± 0.6; P < 0.001), and total unscheduled interventions (1.1 ± 1.6 vs. 0.3 ± 0.7; P < 0.001) compared to VT. Of the interventions, FP required draining tubing 2.1 ± 1.0 times vs. 0 ± 0 with VT (P < 0.001). Rainout aspiration from the FP was associated with the 0.7 ± 1.5 device-related clinical events, versus 0 ± 0 events with VT (P < 0.001).

Conclusions: HFNC using FP was associated with greater staff workload and patient risk related to the management of the rainout compared with VT. Thus, there may be an unaccounted cost beyond circuit price with the use of conventional technologies for the administration of HFNC.
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Introduction

Heated, humidified high-flow nasal cannula (HFNC) therapy has been widely adopted over the past decade as non-invasive support for respiratory distress in neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) [1]. The operating premise is that by providing a flow of respiratory gas through a nasal cannula in excess of a patient’s inspiratory flow demand, the patient will inhale the intended gas mixture without dilution via the entrainment of room air and provide for washout of nasopharyngeal dead space [2]. However, a critical technical aspect of HFNC is that the gas must be heated to body temperature and humidified to near saturation to avoid drying and injury to the nasal mucosa [3, 4] and subsequent infections [5].

The task of humidifying dry, cool respiratory gas to body temperature, and then delivering that gas to the patient without significant loss of energy and subsequent rainout is a challenge for humidification devices. Conventional technologies are prone to rainout [6-9], requiring staff to routinely disconnect and drain condensate from the circuitry. HFNC is a unique modality in that all of the gas travels through the cannula into the spontaneously breathing patient’s nose, i.e. no circuit bias flow that bypasses the patient, making condensation management particularly important. Heated-humidified HFNC was first made clinically applicable in 2001 with the introduction of novel gas conditioning and delivery technology specifically for this purpose. These dedicated, integrated HFNC systems used a hollow-fiber membrane technology to condition gas precisely, and a water-jacketed delivery tube to eliminate rainout in the circuit. These HFNC-specific delivery tube and nasal cannula designs also incorporated a thinner internal diameter, smooth bore tubing to reduce transit time and turbulence in the flow path to further guard against rainout.

With the increasing popularity of HFNC and the clinical acceptance based on large efficacy trials [10-12], modific-
tions of conventional technology have evolved into a lower cost approach using pass-over humidification and heated wire patient circuits where condensation buildup in the tubing is not unusual. Managing this rainout is thought to be labor intensive, and may be associated with device-related events that further impact staff time and workflow, and therefore additional costs of risk or condensation management may play a factor in the overall cost of care. The objective of this study was to conduct a time and motion analysis designed to evaluate the workflow needs and device-related events between a dedicated, integrated HFNC platform technology and an adapted conventional humidifier technology. The hypothesis was that compared to the purpose-built platform, the conventional technology would cost more to operate when considering the staff effort and other ancillary costs.

Materials and Methods

This time and motion study was modeled as a prospective, observational study of device-related caregiver effort, ancillary supplies/procedures and episodes of intervention associated with use of two HFNC device platforms for the delivery of non-invasive respiratory support in the NICU. Each observation dataset was gathered over an 8-h period. The model was to include observations of a purpose-built HFNC platform (FP; Fisher & Paykel Healthcare, Auckland, New Zealand), both devices was done to control for variability in policies and practice patterns among users. Conversely, having the affiliated and geographically similar centers (Northeast) each use one device, with which the respective staff was accustomed, controlled for the expertise in operating the respective device platform. Although this study was a device evaluation that did not include protected health information, the protocol was reviewed and approved by two Institutional Review Boards for the protection of human subjects.

Subject selection criteria

The subjects under study were the HFNC devices (being used in the NICU) not the patients, and no specific patient data were collected. Devices met the criteria for enrollment if being used to treat a patient who had been on the device for at least 24 h and by clinical judgment of the caregivers was not at risk for failure (re-intubation) within the projected observation period. Exclusion criteria consisted of a device being used on a patient who was unstable or medically complex. This strategy normalized the model to involve devices in use with patients who were in need of this level of respiratory support and were apparently stable, noting that all of these associated infants were in an intensive care setting.

Study procedures

To compare conditions under which devices were used, staff recorded the settings for cannula flow, gas temperature and percent oxygen in the delivered gas mixture at the beginning of the evaluation period. It was also indicated whether the de-
vice was being used in conjunction with an isolette (regulated thermal environment) or an open bed. Approximately midway through the study, it was decided to record patient weight categories for the patients being treated to confirm similar clinical utilization between device platforms. These categories are: A (501 g to 1,000 g), B (1,001 g to 1,500 g), C (1,501 g to 2,000 g), and D (≥ 2,001 g).

Observations of the interactions with study subjects (i.e., devices) were recorded during the 8-h periods using case report forms that were affixed to the device by the respiratory therapist on staff. All staff, including nurses and physicians as indicated, were instructed to list device-related interactions during the study period, i.e., workflow related to management of the device or a function of device technical performance. Staff were not to record workflow related to the patients’ clinical needs that were not directly related to the performance of the HFNC device.

The clinical staff self-reported information about device interactions by adding tally marks on the case report forms for each intervention. Tallies of interventions were stratified by intervention category, staff classification and whether the intervention occurred during a scheduled check or an unscheduled response. As shown in Table 1, device-related interactions involved any action that directly manipulates the device, manipulates the patient interface, is a direct reaction to the device performance, and any time spent in consultation regarding the device function.

The primary effort and workflow parameters of interest included clearing condensate, patient suctioning, interface changes and charting. Importantly, this study was not intended to evaluate clinical outcomes, but rather device management needs. There was no recording of patient data; however, the occurrence of a clinical event that was associated with a device performance issue (e.g., aspiration of condensate) was noted by a tally mark. These clinical events included water in the airway, patient irritation, suctioning and the incidence of associated physiologic sequelae. Data on the incidence of various circumstances that affect workflow (e.g., physician consult needed, patient arousal, etc.) were tabulated for each condition, as well as conditions that reflect a direct cost (e.g., related test ordered, replacement disposable required, etc.).

Data analysis

Having no pre-existing data on variance from a study of this nature, sample size was cast for at least 30 observations in each device group. Each site was set to generate 30 observations for each device to allow for regional comparisons if warranted; however, provided that outcomes for each device group were consistent between the Midwest and respective Northeast centers, data could be pooled for a sample size of 60 observations in each device group.

Data for the number of interventions/events were compared between groups. Because the data are ordinal, recording the number of times an event occurs, it is not consistent with normality. However, non-parametric ranks procedures are compatible with this type of data. The two-sample Kruskal-Wallis test was applicable for these results and tests the difference in the medians between the two groups. The results reported are two-sided tests at an alpha level of 0.05 and that the results are reported without adjustment for multiplicity.

Results

The Midwest center collected 17 observations with FP and 31 observations with VT. Northeast centers collected 31 observa-
tions with FP and 30 with VT. A decision was made for the Midwest center to halt data collection with the FP at 17 observations when routine auditing of the case report forms revealed the presence of clinical events related to rainout aspiration. The FP devices at the Midwest center appeared to accumulate rainout more rapidly. However, the staff workflow patterns were similar to the Northeast centers with each respective device, therefore the workflow data are pooled to give a total sample size of 48 observations with FP and 61 observations with VT.

There were differences between groups for the cannula flow rate (2.8 ± 1.2 vs. 3.6 ± 1.1; P < 0.001), but not temperature settings on the devices (36.3 ± 1.7 vs. 35.3 ± 1.9) and oxygen fraction delivered (24.1±6.8% vs. 25.0±10.7%). Devices used in conjunction with an isolette represented 94% of the FP group and 77% of the VT group. The body weight categories for patients being treated were reported for 30 devices in the FP group (62% of all cases) and 28 devices in the VT group (46% of all cases). The distribution showed that both device groups were used to treat infants across the spectrum of weight categories with FP and VT having, respectively, 10% vs. 21% in category A, 37% vs. 39% in B, 27% vs. 14% in C and 27% vs. 25% in D.

Figure 1 shows the comparison of primary effort related categories. Within the 8-h window of observation, FP showed more respiratory therapist interventions (4.5 ± 1.5 vs. 1.5 ± 0.6; P < 0.001), and total unscheduled interventions by both therapist and nurses (1.1 ± 1.6 vs. 0.3 ± 0.7; P < 0.001) compared to VT. There was no difference in device-related nursing interventions (0.4 ± 0.9 vs. 0.2 ± 0.6). A breakout of the primary effort finding revealed underlying differences where FP had more incidences of draining rainout water from the patient tubing (2.1 ± 1.0 times vs. 0 ± 0; P < 0.001), which was not associated with more suctioning of the patient (0.3 ± 0.6 vs. 0.3 ± 0.7).

Also shown in Figure 1, FP resulted in 0.7 ± 1.5 device-related clinical events compared to 0 ± 0 events seen with VT (P < 0.001). These events were associated with rainout aspiration, and in some cases with other device functional issues. Associated with these events, there was a difference in the number of time a patient monitor or device alarm alerted the caregiver to a problem related to the device (FP 0.2 ± 0.6 vs. VT 0.0 ± 0.0; P = 0.01).

Figure 2 shows a breakout of the clinical events seen with FP; note that in all cases the data for VT are 0 ± 0. Several comparisons reached significance between device platforms, which are the incidence of patient arousals (FP = 0.4 ± 0.9; P < 0.001), water in the airway (FP = 0.3 ± 0.6; P < 0.001), crying/irritation of the baby (FP = 0.2 ± 0.4; P < 0.01) and arterial oxygen desaturation (FP = 0.1 ± 0.5; P < 0.05). Other noted device-related occurrences included re-intubation (n = 1), bradycardia (n = 2) and apnea (n = 1). The device functional issues included three instances in the FP group where the temperature sensing mechanism faulted on the device, whereby the temperature probes required cleaning/replacing. This action is presumably a function of rainout water in the circuit affecting the temperature of the probes.

**Discussion**

This study was initiated as workflow analysis to determine if there was an incremental cost of time and effort needed to manage a conventional humidification platform adapted to the HFNC application which outweighed the lower material cost compared to the newer platform technology. A major impact of this study was that it revealed clinical risk associated with the
management of rainout in the use of the adapted conventional technology. These data demonstrate that condensed water accumulating in the conventional circuitry is a real concern that requires a significant staff awareness and effort to mitigate this risk. Therefore, in choosing to use the adapted conventional technology over the purpose-built HFNC platform, administrators should consider the staffing and resource needs to manage this phenomenon weighted against the risk and potential cost of adverse events.

There was a difference in the way high flow therapy was utilized between groups, where the FP group used a lower mean flow rate of delivered gas. This could conceivably contribute to the rainout in this group because a lower flow allows the gas more time to cool as it travels through the circuit. However, several factors negate this comparison. First, the differences in mean values between groups for each of these comparisons were roughly one half of the respective group standard deviations. Therefore, there was a greater range of settings within each group relative to the difference in means, whereas the outcomes within each group were extremely consistent; thus, the difference in means, albeit statistically significant, could not account for the differences in outcomes. Secondly, it should be considered that the use of a small bore tubing to reduce gas transit time in the circuit, as well as the ability to set a precise temperature, is among the features of the VT device platform which help to mitigate rainout.

There are several published studies that discuss the risks of rainout using conventional humidifier platforms in mechanically ventilated patients [6-9]. A number of these studies going back to the 1970s through the 2000s discuss these risks in the neonatal applications [6, 7, 9]. A set of articles published in Health Devices Journal in 2002 and 2005 discuss how the rainout from these conventional systems, including the Fisher & Paykel MR850 used in this study, can cause ventilator systems to malfunction and/or shut down [8, 13]. Aside from the risk of patient aspiration, rainout in the patient circuit presents a complex challenge for management. Rainout in the tubing is routinely dumped back into the reservoir to avoid discontinuation of therapy by breaking the circuit to drain. However, American Association for Respiratory Care clinical practice guidelines for humidification systems with invasive and non-invasive ventilation (2012) considers circuit condensation to be infectious waste (Section 12.3), which should “never be drained back into the humidifier reservoir” (Section 12.4) [14].

Rainout in the device circuit may be more of a hazard with HFNC compared to conventional ventilatory support systems. With conventional ventilatory and positive airway pressure circuitry, bias flow is used to generate pressure in the system wherein most of the gas flow in the circuit bypasses the patient’s airway. With HFNC applications, all gas from the device is passed through the nasal cavity, thus the buildup of condensate should add more risk of aspiration. Subsequently, with the introduction of relatively significant volumes of water during spontaneous breathing, these infants may be more prone to altered breathing patterns which can either acutely, or by an additive effect, result in a significant clinical event.

As for the time and motion analysis, there was a significant and time-dependent workload burden on the care staff associated with the conventional humidifier. According to the current dataset, the therapists or nurses were required to clear water from the circuit tubing at least every 4 h (2.1 ± 1.0 instances of draining the tube per 8 h window) to keep the buildup of water under control. This equated to some unscheduled check, which would not only account for the time it takes to physically drain the fluid, but also the time to make additional rounds and interfere with other tasks that the staff may be responsible for. For example, if it took an average of 5 min to go to the bedside, dump the tubing condensate and assess the patient, the cost would be an extra 30 min of therapist time per day, per patient.

In addition, these data show that the rate of condensation buildup is dependent on extraneous factors, presumably environmental conditions such as room temperature and airflow patterns, which caused one of the centers to have episodes of rainout reaching the baby despite a similar number of tube drainings per shift. These unknown factors influencing rainout accumulation were associated with clinical events that may present another consideration of cost. For example, clinical events that were noted in the current study related to rainout aspiration were episodes of apnea and bradycardia. Apneic events complicated by bradycardia in preterm infants have been shown to be associated with decreased cerebral blood flow, which presents the risk of hypoxic-ischemic consequences to the brain [15]. Furthermore, the data from the current study associate rainout-related device function to an incident of reintubation for an infant receiving care. Moreover, the other clinical events shown to be associated with water aspiration herein may certainly lead to instability in this delicate patient population which lowers the threshold for a sentinel event.

Limitations

The devices were not randomly selected for inclusion in the observations. However, all devices should function to the manufacturers’ specifications and therefore randomization should not be warranted. The self-report methodology has limitations with respect to accuracy of time spent for each device contact; however, this methodology was used in place of an observer model because of the challenges of controlling intra-observer error across three centers. Moreover, the model used here was not able to capture the time and effort spent outside of routine patient care for the planning and implementation of strategies to mitigate circuit rainout, such as localization of patient beds relative to air vents, etc.

Conclusions

In conclusion, as compared to the purpose-built platform, HFNC with an adapted conventional humidifier was associated with a significant increase in staff contacts and the potential for patient risk related to the management of rainout. Thus, there is an unaccounted cost beyond circuit price with the use of conventional technologies for the administration of HFNC. When using conventional humidification technology, consid-
eration should be given to the cost of staffing and resources needed to manage circuit rainout and account the risk of clinical sequelae associated with condensate aspiration.
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